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Akutagawa made the recognition about solitary of himself  his novel’s foundation, and has 
created "Toshishun". Moreover, it is a masterpiece that can be called "Toshishun" is a uniting text 
created by referring to the tradition of Chinese classics legends of China fiction "Toshishun" and 
Chinese Buddhism theory story " Mu Lian save his mother ". "Toshishun" is a work with a high 
perfection that clarifies the subject further by the technique of a modern novel. And, "Toshishun" 
is imported, and has been succeeded to Taiwan culturally. Akutagawa's "Toshishun" is one of the 
universal cultural phenomenons that extend to the large world area. Moreover, "Toshishun" is 
reading that is international, and can endure an interdisciplinary reading. The establishment of 
"International Ryunosuke Akutagawa society" helps a worldwide extension of the literature of 
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    「杜子春」は、周知のように、芥川龍之介が近代児童文学史上に残した傑作であり、
鈴木三重吉が主宰した児童文学雑誌『赤鳥』の創刊号に掲載された「蜘蛛の糸」(大正
7.7)、「犬と笛」(大正 8.1)「魔術」(大正 9.1)「杜子春」(大正 9.7)「アグニの神」(大正 10.1)
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る。    
表(一)「杜子春」作品群の異同 
















字数 約 2197 字 約 14755 字 約 9084 字 約 4247 字 
使用 
言語 
中国文言文 中国口語文 近代日本語 現代日本語 
ジャ
ンル 
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